[Diagnosis and therapies for acute liver failure: scientific developments].
In Germany about 200 patients suffer from acute liver failure each year. Due to its rare occurrence and the severity of the disease course only few evidence-based therapeutic strategies are available. This review aims to discuss the most important developments for the diagnosis and therapy of acute liver failure and provides an outlook of their future clinical relevance. The established enzyme parameters combined with synthesis- and detoxification-related markers insufficiently predict the severity and disease course of acute liver failure. In future, levels of released microRNAs or cleaved cytokeratin 18 fragments may improve the diagnostic repertoire. Currently, only few drug-based therapeutic approaches are available, but much effort has been invested in artificial liver support devices. Based on their favorable risk assessment cell-free detoxification systems are applied sporadically during the treatment of patients with advanced liver diseases, even if to date larger studies have failed to prove a significant survival benefit. Extracorporeal liver assist devices and cell transplantation approaches rely on the availability of metabolically active donor hepatocytes and, thus, the generation of liver cells from appropriate stem cells is gaining interest. Current research in stem cell biology and tissue engineering suggest in initial animal studies the feasibility of stem cell-based artificial liver support systems for future treatment of acute liver failure.